EXCELLENT.
A True And Accurate Insight Into My Life, Dreams And Goals.
Den

RELAXED
Looking Forward To New Beginnings. New Futures, New Hope. Always lots
to think about and next step to take.
FANTASTIC. Ready For The World. Relaxed
Natash

FEEL MY BODY IS A FREE SPIRIT
Mary

I Felt That I Had A Big Weight Been Lifted Of My Shoulders
And That I Can Make Better Choices In My Life.
Dan

I Saw Angels And Light.
I FEEL EXTREMELY EMPOWERED AND SAFE AND SECURE
Anonymous

I Feel Light, Like Fluid Flowing Down In Waterfall.
Free And Balanced.
Vick

POWER WITHIN
STRESS IS GONE
NOTHING CAN STOP OR HINDER ME.
Jamie

I Experienced Peace And Harmony.
I Feel More Excited And Less Tired Already
I Cannot Wait For My Next Session
Thank You Lina!
Mady

My Problem Has Healed And Is The Best It Has Been For A While And
More Happier With Everything
Jeremy

Entrance My Foot Was So Swollen,
I Was Unable To Walk Properly,
NOW I CAN WALK PROPERLY AGAIN
Gary

I Feel Lighter And Happier Than I Have Ever Felt
Sonia

Rewarding And Enlightening.
Jan

FEEL RELAXED AND CONFIDENT TO DESIRE AIMS AND FUTURE.
Narend

Reinforcing My Direction
Karl

I FEEL MORE CONFIDENT AND HAPPIER.
ANOTHER UNBELIEVABLE SPIRITUAL EXPERIENCE.
David

AMAZING PEACE AND RELAXATION.
I Felt Tranquilise And Soothing In My Body.
Rocky

EXCELLENTConfirmation Of Thoughts and Reassurance Of My Own Strength.
VERY POSITIVE.
Ange

Quite Relaxing Place.
Bowl Is Much Better Than Before - NO MORE SICKNESS.
Caleb

I Had So Much Fun. I Really Loved The Role Playing.
Ellia

I Really Enjoyed The Time.
THE RESULTS WERE AMAZING,
Liz

I FEEL LIGHTER AND FEEL AS IF I AM ON CLOUDS
Di

I FEEL A LOT MORE RELAXED,
Different
BUT A LOT BETTER THAN ANY OTHER DOCTOR
Jack

AMAZING, Feel SO Relaxed
Anita

Amazing Healing And Spirit
Light As Air And In BalanceThank You
Joy

I FEEL EXCITEMENT, PEACE + LOVE IN MY INNER SOUL.
HAPPINESS INNER POWER LOVE.
Rach

THANK YOU LINA FOR CHANGING MY LIFE,
I WILL NEVER BE THE SAME AGAIN…..ALL GOOD!!
Aaron

I Experienced A Deep Sense Of Freedom And The Loss Of All My Paranoia
And Fear Of Violence.
MY MIND IS CLEAR FOR THE FIRST TIME IN YEARS.
Christopher

NOW HAVE HOPE FOR ALL THINGS BETTER.
Rayanne

Results- ANSWERS
Thank you
Dianne

I CONNECTED WITH MY SPIRIT FOR THE FIRST TIME IN YEARS.
Bill

As If A Burden Has Been Lifted.
WORDS CAN’T EXPRESS WITHOUT THAT EXPRESSION THEY HAVE NO
MEANING
Phil

I Feel Do Doubt – Only Love.

I Look Forward To My Next Visit To You.
Thank you for your treatments.
It has been a wonderful experience with your Healing Power.
Pat

I FEEL WHOLE AND COMPLETE AGAIN.
EXTREMELY STRONG AND CONFIDENT.
Thank You
Simoina

Feeling More Powerful Of Positive Thinking And Health Wise.
I Feel Better.
Feel Relaxed And Ready For The Future With A Good Attitude.
Lucas

IT WAS A GREAT EXPERIENCE.
THANK YOU LINA FOR EVERYTHING YOU ARE AMAZING! PHIL 
Philip

TODAY WAS SUCH A BREAKTHROUGH FOR ME
Thank You Lina For Your Help In Seeing “The Truth And For Your Help In
Guidance On How To “Be”
YOU’VE BEEN A “GODSEND” LITERALLY, STEPPED IN TO SAVE MY LIFE.
YOU ARE AN ANGEL.
Robyn

AMAZING! I FELT MYSELF BACK AGAIN.
Very Grateful To Be Here + Met Lina.
Thank You
Really Healed And Went To A Better/Higher Place.
BUT I AM AMAZED OF THIS GREAT FEELING SO XXXX
Sophy

FANTASTIC. VERY RELAXED
CAN’T WAIT UNTIL NEXT SESSION.
Jo

Pain In Shoulder Gone- AMAZING.
I FEEL MORE AWAKE ABOUT MY LIFE
FEEL FANTASTIC
Charles

I LIKE IT WHEN YOU MAKE ME FEEL BETTER.
Bee

AWESOME,
I FEEL MY BODY RESPONDING TO LINA’S ANGEL SPIRIT.
IT WAS A TOTALLY MIND BLOWING EXPERIENCE.
It Is So Rewarding To Come Here, I Relax And Feel So Happy,
So Peaceful.
Janelle

I Came Here Today Not Knowing What To Expect.
I LEAVE HERE TOTALLY A DIFFERENT PERSON
I Feel So Lifted Out Of This World.
I Am Alive + Free. If I Was Bird I Would Be Flying High.
I AM TRULY A DIFFERENT PERSON AND I LIKE IT.
THANK YOU “ANGEL” From The Bottom Of My Heart.
May God look after you, Bless and keep you.
My Kindest Regards
Robby

THE EXPERIENCE I HAD WAS AMAZING!
WORDS SIMPLY CANNOT DESCRIBE WHAT I EXPERIENCE.
As Soon As I Walked Into The Room I Felt At PeaceI Experienced A Release;
A Huge Burden That Was Weighing Me Down Was Lifted Off.
I Feel Like My Hope Is Renewed.
I Feel Like I Have A Purpose And Dreams That Can Come True.
I Think Lina Has Such A Gift And I Can’t Wait To See Her Again.
Anna

Feel Calmer And Feel A Warmth In The Depth Of Me.
More At Peace With Myself
Feeling So Much Energized.
Feeling Like All Things Are Going To Start To Happen Good In My Life.
Karin

Today Was A New Experience.
I Feel So Much BetterI’M VERY SURPRISED AT THE IMPROVEMENT IN MY LEG.
I ACTUALLY FEEL SO MUCH BETTER ALL OVER.
Today I Feel So Good After My Second Session With Lina.
Much Happier Than Even Yesterday. Feeling Much Stronger.
Johnny

I Feel Like Every Cell Within Is Buzzing Like I Am High But As Something
Real And Permanent.
I Feel Like I Have Touched True Joy And Power Within.
That I Have Reconnected.
I Feel Closer To Me Than I Think We Ever Felt Before. I LOVE IT 
Powerful, Powerful Energy In The Healing
Though Every Cell Reconnecting To Self. - Self-Strength.
Anonymous

I Could Feel The Healing Power And Peace.
A Better Understanding Of Myself.
A New Strength And Peace.
Peace And Relaxation. I NOW LIKE MYSELF.
Its Always A Pleasure To See Lina.
I FEEL GOOD ABOUT MYSELF AND IN THE MOMENT.
Lizzy

I Felt My Spirit Has Definitely Being Uplifted
-I Could Feel The Energies Around Me Being “Unblocked” Especially
Around The Head
I Felt A Deep Sense Of Peace In My Heart
This Divine Connections Have Deeply Touched My Heart And Soul.
WORDS COULDN’T TRULY DESCRIBE THE EXPERIENCE.
The Healing I Received Today Was Once Again REMARKABLE
Emma

Like A Weight Lifted. Tension Gone. Happier Inside. Free
Lyne

Feel Less Tense And More Relaxed.
Feel Like There Is Hope.
Felt Like Someone Felt Some Of What I Feel Inside.
Very Relaxing And Empowering And Releasing Emotions
Kimberley

I FELT INSTANT CURE AND IMPROVEMENT
In My Knee - Over The Phone
And My Neck And Stomach - In Person.
I AM VERY HAPPY WITH THE TREATMENT.
Davido

BACK WAS FIXED INSTANTLY.
Rob

I FEEL EMPOWERED.
I AM STARTING TO FEEL GREAT, ENERGY I NEVER FELT BEFORE.
IT’S WONDERFUL.
New ME, On My Way Now.
I Feel Brand New By Growing, Putting On More Weight And Strength To
Run Far And Deep Going All The Way.
Lukie

Calming and Positive
POWER TO WALK BETTER
Wayne

ENLIGHTENING
And Allowing Myself To Look Deeper Into Myself;
Feeling As Though A Great Weight Has Been Lifted;
Allowing Me To Feel Freer Of The Past Burden.
Davido

I Felt Like Somebody Understood Me.
I Feel Set Free.
I Feel Like I Can Think Clearly.
I Feel Lighter - Can't Explain How.
Jack

Your Testimony

Brisbane QLD

To Lina the Angel
When I first meet you in January 2010 I knew there was power within
her.
I never believed of spiritual healing until she noticed that I was not feeling
or looking one hundred per-cent.
I had trouble with my eyes driving at nights which she healed instantly;
I can drive towards car headlights without any blurred vision.
I was also suffering from a frozen shoulder for eight months and seeing a
specialist she healed this without even touching me. The following
day I was using the hammer as nothing was ever wrong. I had also back
problems on numerous occasions which she also healed.
I have seeing Lina perform miracles even over the phone working
with people which I have witnesses, one said witchcraft but I said NO
it is the work of an ANGEL.
You have to be treated to believe it.

She is an amazing person.

She is someone send by the Lord Jesus Christ to help us.
I NOW BELIEVE...
Regards

Robert

Age 56 years
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To Healing Power
After seeing Lina for the first time my eyes were opened up to a new
way of dealing with the high stress work environment I work in.
Your Angels touch helped me open up and understand what
environment I live and work in. Also how to understand people and deal
with each person’s individual needs.
I am now a better communicator as I am more in control using my
spirit rather than just trying to think things through.
My spiritual self is a calmer more patent way and I find relating to
people at all levels socially and in my work place easier.
My Well-being my spirit now controls everything I do and I am loving
life and for the first time in many years looking to expand my
horizons.
My health has improved as my stress has gone away.
My confidence has returned and I am making inroads to building a
better future for me and the people around me as I look into my spirit
and think about you Lina.
I feel confident, assured and I haven’t felt this way for a long
time.
Your visions and calming healing powers have changed my life
forever Lina.
It’s truly amazing how gifted you are Lina and how one person
with such a strong positive spirit can do such great things for not
only me but my friends and family.
Looking forward to my next visit to Healing Power.
Regards
Dean

Age 47 years
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Hi Lina,
We became connected to Lina via one of those synchronistic events that
happen in life. I was personally at a very difficult point in my life where I
was struggling with a lot of physical pain and had visited many therapists,
however, things did not seem to be getting better.
My first experience with Lina instantly demonstrated to me that she
has the amazing ability to know when an individual is in need of
immediate help.
The urgency with which she consulted with me was a testament to her
commitment to her clients.
To describe the treatment we received is difficult, given that we all have
different needs and Lina is very adaptable.
However, quite simply, Lina has the amazing ability to connect to a
higher power enabling the clearing of all types of blockages, enabling
an individual to develop to their highest potential.
What a wonderful gift.
Lina treated myself, my son and my husband.
She is a very compassionate person with a warm and wonderful
spirit.
I feel blessed to have crossed paths with her.

I have recommended her and we continue to consult with Lina where
necessary.

Moira xxx

Age 37 years
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I have attended multiple sessions with Lina. After one session with her
I was so confident that she could help other members of my
family and friends that I now have my husband, two sons and a
daughter attending her sessions. I also have a number of my friends
attending.
I originally attended to heal swelling and pain in my ankle after a previous
break. I was astounded and amazed at what she was able to tell
me about myself.
She was able to sense that there was other things troubling me in
addition to my ankle. She was also able to pick up issues that my
daughter was experiencing through me.
After each session I feel so happy and contented. It’s like all of
my problems have gone away and my self esteem and confidence
builds dramatically. It’s hard to pin down the feeling but I would
liken it to a natural high.
She is helping me with weight loss and I have had results that are
incomprehensible. I have tried so many different approaches to
weight loss over the years and have NEVER had such dramatic
results.
Her healing hands have made my whole system work better.
Previously I would crave food that was bad for me if I was trying to lose
weight. Now I don’t feel like eating those things.
I have told her that she is “better than chocolate.”
My metabolism is working again and she has also given me advice
about food and how to make your body work well for you.
I have never known a person that can deal with so many different
issues for so many different people.
She is amazing and I have no hesitation in recommending her services
to you.
You won’t be sorry and you will wish that you got to know her
years ago.
Jayne

Age 46 years
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My name is Mark ,
I was born with no visual sighting in my right eye as a result of
my mother’s appendix attack at conception resulting in doctors
using forceps to remove during my childbirth which put pressure
on my brain.
I have been to numerous doctors over the years and have been
told that nothing could ever be done, I was referred to Lina who
after one session has used her healing power to restore my
sighting.
After one day I could see objects for the first time, after two days
I could read number plates on cars and I don’t need to wear my
glasses as often.
I REGARD THIS AS A MODERN DAY MIRACLE CONSIDERING I
HAVE HAD THIS FOR 55 YEARS.
I would thoroughly recommend Lina for any healing that doctors
say is impossible, at any time I can be contacted through Lina

Mark

Age 55 years
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Before I met Lina I was self-conscious about me and my body the main
reason I went to Lina is that I was able to see what she was able
to do for my mother and sister and I really wanted to lose my man
boobs and stomach.
After my first appointment with Lina I felt my man boobs
shrinking and reshaping this kept happening every lesson with
Lina. About six appointments later I am almost flat chested and I
am losing my stomach and stretch marks.
Now I am seeing her every three weeks or so.
Now I am not self-conscious about myself and I am happy with
me and my body.

Nick

Age 17 years
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Lina

When I was told I had an appointment to see a woman called Lina about
getting therapy, I wondered what my mother was thinking. I didn’t think I
was in need of therapy.
So I went to this appointment to satisfy my mother, expecting it would be
this boring lady asking me boring questions about my life.
When I met Lina, she was not what I had imagined.
She welcomed me into her office and without even talking to me she
knew how I was feeling and what we needed to talk about.
Lina has an amazing gift and has helped me notice changes in
myself and made me become a better person.
By focusing on the positives and pushing away the negatives, I will
always be on the right track and be able to judge right from wrong.
Lina has helped me realise my potential and has empowered me
to believe in myself and guided me into becoming the person I see
myself being.
Thank you Lina, for all of your help.

Philip

Age 18 years
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To Lina (Healing Power)

Being at school and getting teased and being bullied from friends
because I’m different and a lot of falling over at beaches and
everywhere else and being pushed by people. Getting hurt at
home walking into walls hurting my head, tripping over and
almost springing my wrist.
Couldn’t play football, basketball and hand ball. Not able to climb.
Can’t play tiggy, can’t play donger ball couldn’t do any sports
couldn’t jump over the hurdle and got laughed at.
From the first time I came to Healing Power through Lina I feel
better. No pains no cramps, I can run faster, I can play football,
soccer, handball and basketball.
No more teasing, no more being bullied pushed around no more
hit by balls.
I FEEL A LOT BETTER NO MORE OPERATIONS, NO MORE CHECKUPS WITH DOCTORS NO CT (CAT SCAN) MRI SCAN.

I’M HAPPY …… REALLY HAPPY…

Signed by Caleb

IT’S THE BEST PLACE EVER

Age 13 years
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Hi Lina
Lina came with me and my partner as a couple and individually through a
very challenging period in our relationship.
Lina has an ability to see through the Layers of denial cover up
and self-sabotage to the true state of ones being on a Physical,
Emotional and Spiritual level.
Lina made herself available to us outside of our appointments
over the phone which was very beneficial during periods of intense
frustration, anger, confusion and generally when we were not coping.
Thank You Lina for coming with us into this difficult period and always
shedding the light of truth and reality on our situations and states of
being so we could see what matters most. Love and support for one
another.
Kind Regards
Josh

Age 28 years
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I find it difficult to explain how dark a place I was in.
I had so very much to be happy for - my relationship with a very special
person who I was looking forward to growing old with - someone who lit 6
candles in my life.
Children who I adore and seem to excel at being the finest individuals
anyone could meet.
A happy home full of laughter and joy where I feel comfort and at ease
and where friends love to frequent.
A job that people dream about - a patented renewable energy technology
about to go viral around the world and earn millions.
So why the deep melancholy?
Why did I feel like I was standing on the edge of an abyss so ungrateful
to the Great Creator for all that I had been blessed with?
The deep pain of having so much while having the sense that there was
no colour or joy in my life - everything was grey.
Try as I may a dark cloud hung over me like some morbid cartoon - the
sort of dark cloud that only those who have experienced can relate to.
It's called depression - and for me came about after the very special
person in my life had miscarried three consecutive times in as many
years.
It didn't hit all at once but crept insidiously like a giant hand slowly
squeezing the life from my heart.
It was a real struggle - a spiritual battle for my soul was raging and my
guard was down.
I needed to fight and break the hold but try as I may it seemed beyond
my ability.
I could battle and get the upper hand for a time but then began the slow
strangling creep.

I needed help from a spiritual doctor but did not know it - indeed did such
a profession exist???.
Someone blessed with discernment suggested I needed to see someone
they knew who could help.
It was then that I found myself sitting in the reception of a "new age"
office with scented oils and relaxing music wondering what on earth I was
doing in a place like this - I had always avoid these like the plague.
With thoughts of wanting to get up and run away spinning in my head I
tried to keep a calm exterior that belied the turmoil and heartache I felt
deep inside.
The moments ticked by ever so slowly as I waited my turn - slowly and
painfully I waited.
Finally a door opened and I was introduced to Lina.
Unremarkable at first despite the stunning beauty - but then I slowly
became aware of a hidden spiritual power, dynamic and strong with
healing at its core.
Something remarkable was happening and I was almost powerless to
intervene as I was swept along on the most memorable ride one could
ever imagine.
Was I really hallucinating - was it my imagination - was I really seeing
"things" - was I really experiencing physical sensations and a renewed
spiritual awareness ???
All of the above was the answer.
For close to an hour I was privileged to witness one of the greatest gifts
of prophesy I have ever witnessed and I can say without guile or boasting
I have witnessed a few.
Coming from a deeply spiritually aware background what I was witnessing
was nothing short of staggering.
I was introduced to a form of spiritual healing I had never known or
experienced before.
I was given messages in prophesy about things that I alone and God
knew - deep secrets from the recesses of my heart and thoughts and
secrets from the wee small hours of the night when sleep was far away.
Slowly at first, then with increasing strength I felt as if I had a dump
truck removed from my chest.

The weight that I had been dragging around was slowly lifted as I listened
in awe of the marvellous things I had yet to accomplish.
My life was NOT a waste - it was not over or about to end in darkness and
despair - I was thrilled to hear I was going to burn with a brilliance that
was to make my name a household word.
Could all that I was hearing be true???
I had always believed it was but had somehow allowed negativity,
depression and despair to steal my love and enjoyment in life.
The chains I had forged with my own hands and negative thoughts fell
away.
The time went by in a blur - I left and walked out and down the street
dazzled at my long lost strength renewed within me - my armour shone
and my shield glistened my sword hanging heavy ready at my side.
To my surprise and the amazement of a couple with a young boy about 5
years of age waiting on a bus stop; the boy suddenly jumped up and
began to follow me like I was some kind of modern day pied piper.
Though I knew the young child was following behind I at first kept walking
hoping his parents would intervene and call him back as I was now some
distance from the bus stop.
But for some strange reason they were frozen as if in stone.
Finally I turned and offered a wave of my hand as if giving a blessing and
the spell was broken, the young child stopped for a moment looked blank
then ran back to his parents who were staring in disbelief at what had just
happened.
Over the next few days and weeks this happened often as I handed out
blessings in a manner to which I had also received - being warmed with
an inner glow and the blessing of the gift of giving.
My life is still a challenge but not a burden.
My spirit has been healed of the malaise that was slowly killing my body.
I look forward to the future with a renewed vision and excitement - and
all because I stayed and sat in that waiting room.
I went back a number of times to visit Lina who now stays in touch on a
regular basis - not out of duty, but because she has been gifted with an
unusual and genuine love for mankind.

It's hard to put into words what to say when describing Lina or why one
should visit her - love would be one thing that comes to mind - a
marvellous gift of healing which she pours out without measure could be
another.
But I think the thing that stands out to me is the way she touched my
spirit when I needed help the most - something that will remain with me
forever.
Lina has showed me what I always knew but had forgotten - that I was
special - no one in the universe was like me and there is certainly no one
in any universe anywhere like the healing angel called Lina.

Regards
Aaron

Age 54 years
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Hi Lina
I just want to let you know how much I appreciate you,
I look forward to my appointments with you as I leave refreshed and
refocused.
You are such a lovely person and you have such a caring nature.
I’m glad that I have meet you and I’m sure the same goes for many other
people that you have been able to work your magic on.
You have a great gift and you use it well.

Thank you
Regards
Joanne

Age 40 years

